Case Study
Sportsware SRL secures their cloud
workloads and ensures compliance with
Intezer Protect

About Sportsware SRL
Sportsware SRL provides IT solutions for sports clubs of all sizes to
improve and facilitate management using technology. The company

Challenges

provides IT services, web application development and IT security and
offers cloud-based solutions for managing the club’s human resources

Comply with national and European regulations

activities and for self-monitoring and maintenance of the sports club’s

Conduct forensics incident response on cloud-based servers

activities.
With the adoption of new compliance regulations in Italy and the EU,

Solution

Sportsware SRL was looking for a runtime cloud workload protection
solution to monitor their cloud-based servers. As a technology company

Full visibility of what happens on the hosts

operating in a cloud-native environment, they strive to continuously

Real-time detection of unauthorized and malicious code

enhance their cybersecurity posture and ensure their customers are
getting resilient solutions, as data and threats move to the cloud.
Sportsware SRL approached Intezer as they were required to adhere
to Italian and EU compliance regulations. They evaluated several Cloud

Accurate alerts for deviations that present true risk
Actionable insights for prioritized response
Fast security status overview of assets
One-click access to deep investigation

Workload Protection Platform (CWPP) solutions before selecting
Intezer Protect.

Benefits

The technology behind the solution based on code comparison at scale

Easy to deploy with no impact on performance

and high product fit for their needs were among the main reasons for

Intuitive and easy to operate, with virtually no overhead required

selecting Intezer, together with the ease of deployment and intuitive
operation and alert accuracy.

Addresses cloud compliance

Intezer Protect was the Right Product Fit
Intezer Protect protects the cloud infrastructure against unauthorized
and malicious code at runtime. Once deployed, Intezer created a genetic
profile of the Sportsware SRL workloads and continuously monitors
them for new code running. Any detected deviation from the secure
baseline is genetically inspected and alerts are generated only for
deviations that present true risk, rather than natural deviations such as
legitimate software upgrades that don't require a response.
Nearly all cyber attacks require the attacker to run unauthorized code
or commands in your systems. Regardless of how the attacker got in,
monitoring workloads at runtime for the purpose of detecting attacks is
the key to stopping most cyber attacks on your cloud infrastructure.
Sportsware’s security operations team uses Intezer Protect to get:
Real-time updates about the security status of the
company’s hosts
Alerts as soon as there is an unknown or malicious piece of code
or unauthorized activity detected running on one of Sportsware's

Intezer Protect finally gives us
visibility on the host level. The tool is
very intuitive and gives an overview
of the security status of the assets
quickly. At the same time, it allows
the user to make a deep investigation
if something suspicious is found
on the systems. The agent is light
and has virtually no impact on the
system's performance.

hosts, with the ability to terminate the process. This includes the
ability to automatically detect and terminate ransomware and
other destructive attacks immediately
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Check the vulnerability status. Intezer Protect warns and suggests
what issues need to be fixed

Whether it is malicious code execution, post-

Full visibility and control over all code

Intezer provides full visibility of all applications

release code drift, suspicious commands and

and applications running in your

running on the Sportsware SRL hosts, enabling

LotL attacks across the Sportsware SRL cloud

environment

them to comply with regulations.

network, Intezer Protect detects and supports
response activities.
Intezer Protect combines best-in-class threat
detection with virtually no overhead and

Defense against a wide scope of attack
vectors

Intezer Protect allows Sportware to address
threats at speed and enhance the security level

High-confidence alerts only

maintenance to ensure:

Protect 10 hosts for free

One of the most interesting
features is configuration checks
because it allows the team to
follow best practices pointed out
by CIS benchmarks.
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they guarantee their customers, without any
operational overhead.

